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Abstract

Patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) develop increased levels of the phosphate-regulating hormone, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 23, that are associated with a higher risk of mortality. Increases in inflammatory markers are another common feature of CKD that predict poor clinical outcomes. Elevated FGF23 is associated with higher circulating levels of inflammatory cytokines in CKD, which can stimulate osteocyte production of FGF23. Here, we studied whether FGF23 can directly stimulate hepatic production of inflammatory cytokines in the absence of α-klotho, an FGF23 co-receptor in the kidney that is not expressed by hepatocytes. By activating FGF receptor isoform 4 (FGFR4), FGF23 stimulated calcineurin signaling in cultured hepatocytes, which increased the expression and secretion of inflammatory cytokines, including C-reactive protein.
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Elevating serum FGF23 levels increased hepatic and circulating levels of C-reactive protein in wild-type mice, but not in FGFR4 knockout mice. Administration of an isoform-specific FGFR4 blocking antibody reduced hepatic and circulating levels of C-reactive protein in the 5/6 nephrectomy rat model of CKD. Thus, FGF23 can directly stimulate hepatic secretion of inflammatory cytokines. Our findings indicate a novel mechanism of chronic inflammation in patients with CKD and suggest that FGFR4 blockade might have therapeutic anti-inflammatory effects in CKD.
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**Introduction**

Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 23 is a hormone produced by osteocytes that regulates phosphate homeostasis (1). In its classic target organs such as kidney and parathyroid glands, FGF23 binds FGF receptor (FGFR)/α-klotho co-receptor complexes to enhance phosphate excretion (2, 3), inhibit parathyroid hormone (PTH) secretion, and decrease levels of active vitamin D (4, 5). In patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD), serum levels of FGF23 rise progressively (6–8). While compensatory increases in FGF23 help to maintain normal serum phosphate levels despite severely reduced renal function (7), several clinical studies have confirmed a concentration-dependent association between elevated FGF23 levels and higher risks of major cardiovascular events and mortality (9–12). These findings establish FGF23 as a potent risk factor of death in CKD.

FGFRs are receptor tyrosine kinases (13). Following ligand-induced auto-phosphorylation of the receptor, FGF receptor substrate (FRS) 2α undergoes tyrosine phosphorylation and stimulates Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling (14). In contrast to FRS2α, which is constitutively bound to FGFR independent of the receptor’s activation state (15), phospholipase Cγ (PLCγ) can be recruited to bind directly to the FGFR cytoplasmic tail (16, 17). Activated PLCγ increases cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels leading to an activation of the protein phosphatase calcineurin and its substrate, nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) (14). The mammalian genome encodes for four different receptor isoforms, FGFR1-4 (13). We previously reported that in the absence of α-klotho, FGF23 can directly target cardiac myocytes in an FGFR4-dependent manner and thereby contribute to cardiac hypertrophy and injury in CKD (18, 19). Whereas α-klotho-expressing cells respond to FGF23 by activating the Ras/MAPK cascade (2), FGF23’s effects on cultured cardiac myocytes are mediated by PLCγ and calcineurin, indicating that FGF23 activates the prohypertrophic PLCγ/calcineurin/NFAT signaling pathway in the heart (18, 19). This suggested the concept of α-klotho independent, direct end-organ effects of FGF23 in nonclassic target tissues, and a potential causative role of FGFR4 in complications of CKD.

In patients with CKD, systemic inflammation contributes to morbidity and mortality (20, 21). Serum levels of inflammatory cytokines such as C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin 6 (IL-6), and tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) are significantly elevated and are strong
predictors of poor clinical outcome in CKD (22–25). In a previous clinical study, we reported that elevated FGF23 is independently associated with higher serum levels of CRP, IL-6 and TNFα, and greater odds of severe inflammation (26). Furthermore, we recently showed that inflammation increases FGF23 transcription in osteocytes (27), indicating a causative interconnection between inflammation and FGF23 production. Since hepatocytes express high levels ofFGFR4, but lack α-klotho (28–30), we tested the hypothesis that FGF23 stimulates hepatic production of inflammatory cytokines through an α-klotho-independent signaling pathway, similar to the recently described mechanism of FGF23-induced signaling in cardiac myocytes (18, 19). We postulate that FGF23’s direct actions on hepatocytes might contribute to systemic inflammation in CKD and further elevations of FGF23 production.

**Results**

**Hepatocytes express high levels of FGFR4 and β-klotho but lack α-klotho**

We investigated the expression profile of the four FGFR isoforms and the two klotho isoforms in HepG2 cells, a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, and in isolated primary mouse hepatocytes by real-time PCR. Both HepG2 cells and primary hepatocytes expressed high levels of FGFR4 and β-klotho but lacked FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3 and α-klotho (Figure 1A, B). In contrast, we could not detect FGFR4 in hepatocytes that were isolated from constitutive FGFR4−/− mice (31) (Figure 1A). FGFR4 deletion did not induce the expression of α-klotho or alter β-klotho levels in mouse hepatocytes (Figure 1B).

To confirm FGFR4 protein expression, we performed Western blot analyses. HepG2 cells and primary hepatocytes from wild-type mice showed a signal with the expected size for FGFR4 of approximately 110 kDa (32), which was absent in FGFR4−/− hepatocytes (Figure 1C). Immunocytochemical analyses revealed a membrane-associated and cytoplasmic localization pattern of FGFR4 in wild-type hepatocytes, which was not detected in FGFR4−/− hepatocytes (Figure 1D).

Overall, our findings confirm that hepatocytes express β-klotho but lack α-klotho, and that FGFR4 appears to be the only FGFR isoform present in hepatocytes. This result is consistent with previous reports that hepatic expression of FGFR1, FGFR2 and FGFR3 is limited to non-parenchymal cells and hepatocytes progenitors, whereas only FGFR4 is present in mature hepatocytes (28, 29).

**FGF23 activates FGFR4 and induces PLCγ/calcineurin/NFAT signaling in cultured hepatocytes**

To determine if FGF23 can bind FGFR4 on hepatocytes, we incubated primary mouse hepatocytes in culture medium containing FGF23 for 20 minutes. We immunoprecipitated endogenous FGFR4 from total protein extracts, and analyzed eluates by immunoblotting with an anti-FGF23 antibody. FGF23 co-precipitated with FGFR4, but this effect was not detected in eluates derived from control hepatocytes that were cultured in regular medium (Figure 2A).
To test whether FGF23 can activate FGFR4 in hepatocytes, we analyzed binding of PLCγ to FGFR4 in primary mouse hepatocytes after treatment with recombinant FGF23 or solvent for 15 minutes. We immunoprecipitated endogenous FGFR4 and analyzed eluates by immunoblotting with an anti-PLCγ antibody. Compared to eluates derived from control cells that were treated with vehicle solution, levels of co-purified PLCγ were elevated in FGF23-treated hepatocytes while total PLCγ and FGFR4 expression levels were unchanged (Figure 2B). When cells were co-treated with FGF23 and an isoform-specific FGFR4 blocking antibody (anti-FGFR4), we could not detect an interaction between FGFR4 and PLCγ. FGF2, a prototypical paracrine member of the FGF family, did not induce binding of PLCγ to FGFR4 (Figure 2B). In HepG2 cells, we found that FGF23 increases tyrosine phosphorylation and thereby activation of FGFR4 when compared to PBS-treated control cells (Supplementary Figure 1A).

Next, we analyzed the Ras/MAPK and calcineurin/NFAT signaling pathways in FGF23-treated primary mouse hepatocytes, as they are two major signaling branches activated by FGF23 in cells expressing or lacking α-klotho, respectively (2, 18, 19). FGF2, a known activator of Ras/MAPK signaling (14), was used as control. Hepatocytes were treated with FGF23 or FGF2 for 30 minutes, followed by Western blot analyses of total protein extracts for phosphorylated FRS2α and ERK. FGF2, but not FGF23, activated Ras/MAPK signaling (Figure 2C-E). In contrast, FGF23 increased levels of phosphorylated PLCγ (Figure 2C, F), indicating that FGF23 activates PLCγ signaling, consistent with our immunoprecipitation results (Figure 2B). Furthermore, FGF23 elevated expression of regulator of calcineurin (RCAN) 1–4 (Figure 2C, G), the promoter of which is exquisitely responsive to transcription factors of the NFAT family (33). These effects were not observed in FGFR4−/− hepatocytes (Figure 2C-G). Consistent with our results in primary mouse hepatocytes, FGF23 increased the phosphorylation of PLCγ and elevated RCAN1-4 expression levels in HepG2 cells, whereas FGF2 activated FRS2α and ERK (Supplementary Figure 1).

Finally, we conducted chemiluminescence reporter assays in primary hepatocytes that were isolated from a transgenic mouse line with a NFAT binding site-dependent luciferase reporter (34). After 2 hours of treatment, FGF23 caused a significant elevation in luciferase activity that was blocked by cyclosporine A and anti-FGFR4 (Figure 2H). Combined, our findings indicate that in cultured hepatocytes, FGF23 binds and activates FGFR4 resulting in the recruitment of PLCγ to the receptor, phosphorylation of PLCγ and subsequent activation of calcineurin/NFAT signaling. In contrast, FGF2 activates Ras/MAPK signaling, which also requires FGFR4.

**FGF23 induces expression of inflammatory cytokines in cultured hepatocytes**

To investigate functional consequences of FGF23-induced FGFR4 signaling in hepatocytes, we analyzed expression of NFAT-regulated inflammatory cytokines (35). Serum-starved primary mouse hepatocytes were treated with FGF23 for 24 hours followed by RT-PCR analysis. As a positive control for the induction of the inflammatory response, we also treated cells with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which signals via Toll-like receptor 4 and NFXB (36). FGF23 and LPS treatments significantly increased expression levels of CRP and IL-6 (Figure 3A-C). This effect of FGF23 on CRP and IL-6 expression was dose-dependent, as
revealed by real-time PCR (Supplementary Figure 2). Co-treatment with the pan-FGFR inhibitor PD173074 only blocked the FGF23-induced effects (Figure 3A-C), indicating that the FGF23-mediated increase in cytokine expression requires FGFR activation. Since our previous findings suggest that FGF23 specifically activates FGFR4 and induces PLCγ/calcineurin/NFAT signaling, we co-treated hepatocytes with the anti-FGFR4 blocking antibody or cyclosporine A. FGF23-induced expression of both cytokines was inhibited in the presence of both inhibitors, but neither inhibitor altered the effects of LPS (Figure 3D-F). Furthermore, when we treated FGFR4−/− hepatocytes, only LPS but not FGF23 elevated mRNA levels of CRP and IL-6 (Figure 3G-I). FGF23 also increased mRNA levels of CRP and IL-6 in HepG2 cells which could be significantly reduced by inhibition of FGFRs or calcineurin but not by ERK blockade (Supplementary Figure 3).

Consistent with our RT-PCR analysis, supernatants from primary mouse hepatocytes showed significantly higher protein levels of CRP and IL-6 upon FGF23 or LPS treatment when compared to PBS-treated control cells (Figure 3J-K). When hepatocytes were treated with anti-FGFR4 or cyclosporine A, only LPS but not FGF23 increased levels of secreted CRP and IL-6 in cell supernatants. Similarly, in FGFR4−/− mouse hepatocytes only LPS but not FGF23 elevated protein levels of CRP and IL-6 in supernatants (Figure 3L-M). Taken together, our findings indicate that FGF23 induces expression and release of inflammatory cytokines in cultured hepatocytes via activation of FGFR4 and calcineurin.

**FGF23 increases hepatic and serum levels of inflammatory cytokines in an FGFR4-dependent manner in mice**

To test if FGF23 can increase CRP and IL-6 levels in vivo, we administered recombinant FGF23 protein intravenously in adult wild-type mice twice daily for 5 days, with 8 hours between daily doses. Control animals underwent the same injection schedule using solvent alone. On the morning of day 6, mice were sacrificed and serum and liver tissue were collected. In this model, serum FGF23 levels were significantly elevated by about 4-fold and mice developed cardiac hypertrophy (18). Compared to PBS injected mice, hepatic CRP and IL-6 expression, and serum CRP levels increased significantly in mice that were administered FGF23 (Figure 4A-D).

To confirm this finding, we analyzed hepatic expression levels of inflammatory cytokines in hypomorphic α-klotho mice. Homozygous mice (kl/kl) that lack functional α-klotho develop hyperphosphatemia, and high FGF23 levels and die prematurely (37). Livers from 8-week old kl/kl mice showed significantly increased mRNA levels of IL-6 (Figure 4E, G), which is consistent with the reported elevation of serum IL-6 in this mouse model (38, 39). Compared to wild-type littermates, kl/kl mice also developed elevated CRP expression levels in the liver (Figure 4E, F) and in the circulation (Figure 4H). As expected, serum FGF23 levels were significantly elevated in kl/kl mice (Figure 4I). Finally, we analyzed PLCγ activity in liver extracts by immunoblot analysis. Compared to wild-type littermates, kl/kl mice showed increased levels of phosphorylated PLCγ while overall PLCγ expression was not altered (Figure 4J).

To determine if these effects were FGFR4-dependent, we elevated serum FGF23 levels by chronic dietary phosphate loading (40) of wild-type and constitutive FGFR4−/− mice (31).
Six-month old wild-type and FGFR4−/− mice were administered a high phosphate (2%) diet for 12 weeks. Wild-type and FGFR4−/− mice on normal chow were used as negative controls. We have recently shown that compared to control mice, serum phosphate and FGF23 levels increased significantly in both wild-type and FGFR4−/− mice on high phosphate diet in the absence of changes in kidney function (19). In response to high phosphate diet, hepatic CRP expression and serum CRP levels increased significantly in wild-type mice, but not in FGFR4−/− mice (Figure 4K-M), despite their similar degree of serum FGF23 elevation (19). FGFR4 deletion by itself did not affect CRP expression, since we could not detect significant differences between wild-type and FGFR4−/− mice on normal diet (Figure 4K-M). Furthermore, high phosphate diet increased hepatic levels of phosphorylated PLCγ in wild-type mice, when compared to mice on normal chow, without affecting overall PLCγ expression levels (Figure 4N, O). In contrast, FGFR4−/− mice did not show an elevation of phospho-PLCγ levels in the liver in response to high phosphate diet.

We conclude that elevated FGF23 can increase expression of CRP and IL-6 in the liver. This process requires FGFR4, involves the activation of hepatic PLCγ and occurs in the presence of intact kidney function.

**Pharmacologic FGFR4 blockade reduces hepatic and serum CRP levels in a rat model of CKD**

Since FGF23 elevations in mice increase CRP levels in an FGFR4-dependent manner, we tested if FGFR4 blockade could reduce CRP expression in the 5/6 nephrectomy rat model of CKD, which is known to manifest high serum levels of FGF23 (18) and inflammatory cytokines (41). We administered a specific anti-FGFR4 blocking antibody (25 mg/kg body weight via intraperitoneal injection) beginning one hour after nephrectomy and then every 3 days through day 12. At day 14 after nephrectomy, we collected blood for serological analyses and liver tissue to examine CRP expression by RT-PCR. We previously reported that anti-FGFR4 treatment inhibited development of LVH in 5/6 nephrectomized rats (19). Renal function was significantly impaired and blood pressure and serum FGF23 levels significantly elevated in the animals that underwent 5/6 versus sham nephrectomy, but there were no significant differences between 5/6 nephrectomized animals that received anti-FGFR4 antibodies or PBS (19). Of note, pharmacologic FGFR4 inhibition did not cause liver injury, as indicated by unchanged serum levels of alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase and alkaline phosphatase (18). Compared with sham-operated rats, 5/6 nephrectomized animals that received vehicle showed increased CRP expression in the liver (Figure 5A, B) and elevated CRP levels in the circulation (Figure 5C). In contrast, hepatic and serum CRP levels did not significantly increase in 5/6 nephrectomized rats that were injected with anti-FGFR4 when compared to sham-operated control animals (Figure 5A-C).

Finally, since we observed that FGF23 activates calcineurin/NFAT signaling in cultured hepatocytes and that cyclosporine A blocks FGF23-induced cytokine expression and secretion in vitro, we tested if calcineurin inhibition affects CRP levels in 5/6 nephrectomized rats. We administered cyclosporine A (5 mg/kg body weight via intraperitoneal injection) daily beginning one hour after nephrectomy. At day 14 after surgery, we collected blood and liver tissue. We previously reported that cyclosporine A did not improve renal function or reduce blood pressure, but ameliorated cardiac hypertrophy.
and fibrosis (42). Here we find that the increase in hepatic and serum CRP levels did not occur in 5/6 nephrectomized rats that were treated with cyclosporine A (Figure 5A-C). Calcineurin inhibition did not affect serum phosphate or FGF23 levels (Figure 5D, E) in 5/6 nephrectomized rats. These data indicate that pharmacologic blockade of FGFR4 or calcineurin reduces CRP levels in a well-established animal model of CKD without lowering blood pressure or FGF23 levels or improving kidney function.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we show that FGF23 can directly activate FGFR4 and calcineurin/NFAT signaling in hepatocytes in the absence of its classic co-receptor α-klotho leading to increased expression and secretion of inflammatory cytokines. Our in vitro observations in an established tumor cell line and in primary mouse hepatocytes are supported by complementary in vivo analyses of four animal models with elevated FGF23. First, we demonstrate that injections of recombinant FGF23 increase CRP expression and serum levels in wild-type mice. Second, hypomorphic kl/kl mice, an established animal model for senescence with high serum levels of phosphate and FGF23, have elevated hepatic and circulating levels of CRP and IL-6. Third, we show that the administration of a high phosphate diet for three months causes a significant increase in serum FGF23 levels and elevates hepatic expression and serum levels of CRP in wild-type but not in FGFR4−/− mice. Fourth, as a therapeutic proof-of-concept experiment, we injected 5/6 nephrectomized rats with an isoform-specific FGFR4 blocking antibody for two weeks. While this treatment did not lower serum FGF23 levels or blood pressure or improve kidney function, it reduced hepatic CRP production and circulating CRP levels.

CKD is a state of chronic inflammation, and in patients with CKD, elevated FGF23 is independently associated with higher serum levels of inflammatory cytokines and with substantially greater odds of manifesting severe inflammation (26, 43, 44). Our experimental data provide novel mechanistic insights into a potentially causative association between increased serum levels of FGF23 and increased inflammatory cytokine expression in the liver. Our results suggest that inflammation might be one underlying mechanism of the higher FGF23 levels observed in glomerular diseases (45, 46), and that future studies should examine the relationship between FGF23 and inflammation in different CKD models and different etiologies of human CKD. Our results are also broadly consistent with a previous genome-wide analysis of FGF23-regulated genes in a mouse model of CKD that suggested inflammatory cytokine genes as FGF23 targets (47), and with studies in which FGF23 stimulated TNFa expression in macrophages (48, 49) and in the spleen (50). Importantly, FGF23 excess induced hepatic production of inflammatory mediators in the absence of increased liver enzymes, which is expected based on the clinical observation that presence of severe CKD per se does not promote liver injury despite marked increases in circulating FGF23 levels in the vast majority of CKD patients.

Associations between serum levels of FGF23 and inflammatory cytokines have been also reported in adults without CKD and in the elderly, despite their significantly lower FGF23 levels relative to patients with CKD (51–53). This suggests a general pro-inflammatory role of FGF23 that is independent of reduced kidney function, but further research is needed to
determine whether physiologic concentrations of FGF23 can stimulate hepatocyte cytokine expression, or if only high FGF23 levels observed in advanced CKD are capable of directly inducing the pro-inflammatory effects. Additional studies are also needed to determine whether FGF23 can stimulate inflammatory cytokine expression from other known reservoirs such as adipocytes.

Inflammatory cytokines can directly increase production of FGF23 in bone (27, 54, 55). When considered together with our current findings, it is possible that FGF23 and inflammatory cytokines are part of a positive feedback loop in which FGF23 promotes expression of inflammatory cytokines, which in turn increases bone expression of FGF23. Such a vicious cycle could help explain the 100- to 1000-fold FGF23 elevations often observed in advanced CKD. Our finding that treatment of 5/6 nephrectomized rats with cyclosporine A or anti-FGFR4 does not reduce serum FGF23 levels significantly while preventing a significant elevation of hepatic and circulating levels of CRP indicates that in this rat model of CKD this particular cytokine and/or this particular degree and duration of cytokine elevation is not sufficient to increase FGF23 production in bone. Therefore, the postulated liver-bone axis of CRP/IL-6/FGF23 might be only one of many mechanisms that links inflammation to FGF23 elevations. Furthermore, mechanisms promoting FGF23 production in CKD are multifactorial, including hyperphosphatemia, anemia and hypoxia, and are not understood in detail.

Similar to cardiac myocytes, our molecular analysis revealed that FGF23 stimulates the PLCγ/calcineurin/NFAT signaling cascade in the absence of α-klotho in hepatocytes. In contrast to the heart, where calcineurin and NFAT are components of an established pathway that regulates cardiac remodeling (56), little is known about the function of calcineurin/NFAT signaling in the liver (57, 58). Our study suggests that calcineurin/NFAT activation in hepatocytes induces an inflammatory response. Since NFAT induces expression of many cytokines in different cell types, including IL-2, IL-4 and TNF-α in T cells and IL-6 in mast cells (35), our finding that NFAT activation in hepatocytes causes an elevation in the production of inflammatory cytokines is not surprising. Calcineurin inhibitors, like cyclosporine A, are established drugs in immunosuppressive therapies, but potential anti-inflammatory actions in patients with CKD have not been described.

Our study also suggests the induction of expression and secretion of inflammatory cytokines as a novel effect of klotho-independent FGFR4 activation in the liver. Previous studies in constitutive FGFR4−/− mice and in mice overexpressing constitutively active FGFR4 in hepatocytes revealed the role of FGFR4 in regulating cholesterol and lipid metabolism and bile acid synthesis (59–61). These FGFR4-dependent effects are induced by FGF19 and FGF21, two members of the family of endocrine FGFs that require β-klotho as co-receptor (62). Furthermore, it has been reported that FGFR4−/− mice are more inclined to carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)-induced liver injury and fibrosis (63), and that an inducible FGFR4 knockdown in mice impairs hepatocyte proliferation after hepatectomy (64), suggesting an important role of FGFR4 in liver regeneration. FGFR4 has also been proposed to play a role in the induction of hepatocyte proliferation and carcinogenesis, and overexpression of FGFR4 has been reported in hepatic tumors (65, 66). Interestingly, patients with CKD have
higher rates of mortality due to liver cancer (67), but whether FGF23-FGFR4 signaling has mitogenic effects on hepatocytes and could contribute to carcinogenesis is unknown.

While our in vitro experiments show direct effects of FGF23 on hepatocytes, our animal models with systemic FGF23 elevations and global FGFR4 blockade or deletion cannot definitively establish a direct causal effect of FGF23 to induce hepatic expression of inflammatory cytokines. Clearly, elevating FGF23 levels in a mouse model with a hepatocyte-specific FGFR4 deletion is required to determine a direct involvement of hepatic FGFR4 activity in FGF23-mediated inflammation. However, floxed FGFR4 mice that are required to generate a tissue-specific gene knockout are currently not available. Nevertheless, since systemic FGF23 elevations correlate with significant increases in liver and serum CRP levels in wild-type but not in \textit{FGFR4}\(^{-/-}\) mice, and plasma CRP is predominantly produced and secreted by hepatocytes (68), we conclude that FGFR4 in the liver is required for FGF23’s stimulating effects on CRP expression.

Furthermore, we cannot exclude that in our animal models other paracrine or endocrine factors than FGF23 cause an increase in expression levels of inflammatory proteins in the liver. Since \textit{FGF23}\(^{-/-}\) mice develop an aging phenotype and die within 12 weeks after birth (69), and prolonged FGF23 blocked in rats induces cardiovascular injury (70), in vivo studies in an FGF23 null state are not feasible. However, since a high-phosphate diet does not reduce kidney function, we postulate that other pro-inflammatory factors that could be induced by kidney injury and failure are not altered in our mouse model. Since hepatic and systemic CRP levels are decreased by FGFR4 depletion, it is likely that elevated serum FGF23 is causatively involved in the inflammatory response.

In conclusion, our study suggests that elevations of serum FGF23 levels, as found in patients with CKD, can activate FGFR4 in the liver in the absence of \(\alpha\)-klotho and trigger PLC\(\gamma\) / calcineurin/NFAT signaling to stimulate an inflammatory response. By demonstrating direct pro-inflammatory effects of FGF23 on hepatocytes, our findings uncover a novel mechanism of inflammation in CKD and a potential new target for clinical intervention. We postulate that FGFR4 blockade could be effective in reducing chronic inflammation and improving overall survival of CKD patients. Whether FGF23-mediated activation of FGFR4 in hepatocytes also regulates other aspects of liver function needs further investigation. Combined with our previous analyses in cardiac myocytes, our data highlight the importance of FGFR4 function in facilitating \(\alpha\)-klotho independent effects of FGF23. Since FGFR4 is expressed in several tissues (19, 71), widespread actions of FGF23 that may contribute to a variety of pathologies associated with CKD seem possible.

**Methods**

**Fibroblast growth factors and lipopolysaccharide**

Recombinant mouse FGF23 (6His-tagged Tyr25-Val251 [Arg179Gln]; 26.1 kDa), and FGF2 (Ala11-Ser154; 16.2 kDa) (R&D Systems) were used as described before (18, 19). In cell culture studies, FGF23 and FGF2 were used at 25 ng/ml with varying incubation times, i.e. 30 minutes to determine activity of FGFR4 and downstream signal mediators, and 24 hours to study the expression and secretion of cytokines. As positive control for cytokine
expression analyses, lipopolysaccharide from *E. coli* (O111:B4; Invivo Gen) was used at 100 µg/ml for 24 hours.

**Primary mouse hepatocyte cultures**

Primary hepatocytes were isolated from 12–16 week old mice by retrograde perfusion and consecutive digestion of the liver. In brief, a catheter needle (BD Angiocath Autogaurd 24G and 19 mm) was used to cannulate the inferior vena cava (IVC). To ensure complete perfusion, the IVC was ligated between the liver and the heart using surgical silk (4–0), and the portal vein was perforated allowing complete drainage of perfusion media. The liver was perfused using 10 ml pre-heated Hepatocyte Liver Perfusion Medium (Gibco) followed by 30 ml Hepatocyte Liver Digest Medium (Gibco) at a constant flow of 1 ml/min. Digested liver lobes were transferred to a petri-dish containing 10 ml of Hepatocyte Liver Digestion Medium. The central region of the liver was gently exposed working through the lobes using fine-tipped forceps. Once torn apart, the remaining section of the liver was shook gently to free residual cells. After gentle trituration, cells were filtered through a 70-micron cell strainer, pelleted by centrifugation at 50 g for 2 minutes, and resuspended in 25 ml ice-cold isolation medium (Williams’ Media E + plating and thawing supplement CM3000 Gibco) for a total of 3 washes. Cells were tested for viability by counting on a hemocytometer using trypan blue staining.

**Intravenous injections of FGF23 protein in mice**

Twelve-week-old C57BL/6 mice underwent tail vein injections using standard protocols as previously described for the systemic delivery recombinant FGF23 (18). Briefly, mice were placed in a restrainer and 40 µg/kg FGF23 dissolved in 200 µl PBS were injected into the tail vein of 6 mice twice daily with 8 hours between injections for 5 consecutive days. Six mice underwent the same injection schedule using 200 µl PBS alone as negative control. On the morning of the sixth day, 16 hours after the final tail vein injections, animals were sacrificed, liver tissue was isolated and serum was collected.

**Klotho hypomorphic mice**

We analyzed six homozygous klotho-deficient (*kl/kl*) mice in SV129 background (37) and wild-type littermates. At 6–7 weeks of age, animals were sacrificed for RNA isolation and for serological analysis as described before.

**High phosphate diet in FGFR4−/− mice**

Six-month old wild-type and *FGFR4−/−* mice in the C57Bl/6 background were randomly divided into four experimental groups of five mice each and fed normal chow or a 2.0% phosphate diet (Teklad 08020, Harlan) for 12 weeks, as done before (19). Mice were given free access to chow and distilled water. At the end of the experimental period, all mice were euthanized under anesthesia and blood and liver were collected for analyses.

**5/6 nephrectomy rat model of CKD**

Kidney injury was induced in Sprague Dawley rats using the 5/6 nephrectomy method as described previously (18, 19). Rats were randomized into three groups, with six animals per
group: sham nephrectomy or 5/6 nephrectomy plus 14 daily intraperitoneal injections of vehicle (PBS), anti-FGFR4 blocking antibody (human monoclonal, U3Pharma) at 25 mg/kg/day or cyclosporine A at 5 mg/kg every 3 days beginning 1 hour after surgery. On day 14, animals were sacrificed, and the livers were isolated and prepared for molecular and serological analyses.
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Figure 1. Hepatocytes express FGFR4 but lack α-klotho
(A-B) Quantitative RT-PCR expression analysis of FGFR isoforms FGFR1-4 and klotho isoforms α and β in HepG2 cells, and primary hepatocytes isolated from wild-type (WT) and FGFR4 knockout (FGFR4−/−) mice (n = 3). (C) Immunoblot analysis of protein lysates from HepG2 cells, and primary WT and FGFR4−/− mouse hepatocytes with anti-FGFR4 reveals the expected 110-kDa signal for FGFR4 that is absent in extracts from FGFR4−/− hepatocytes. GAPDH shows equal protein loading. (D) Immunofluorescence microscopy analysis shows that FGFR4 (green) is expressed in WT mouse hepatocytes but absent in FGFR4−/− hepatocytes. Co-immunolabeling for albumin (red) identifies hepatocytes, and DAPI (blue) shows nuclei (original magnification, 100×; scale bar, 25 µm).
Figure 2. FGF23 activates FGFR4 and downstream PLCγ/calcineurin/NFAT signaling in primary mouse hepatocytes

(A) FGF23 was overexpressed in HEK293 cells for 48 hours. Cell supernatants containing FGF23 were transferred onto primary mouse hepatocyte cultures for 30 minutes followed by immunoprecipitation of FGFR4 from total protein extracts. FGF23 only co-precipitates with FGFR4 in hepatocytes that were cultured in FGF23-containing medium. Immunoprecipitation with control antibody (anti-GFP) does not result in isolation of FGFR4 or FGF23. (B) Wild-type mouse hepatocytes were co-treated with PBS, FGF2 or FGF23 and an FGFR4-specific blocking antibody (anti-FGFR4) for 30 min followed by immunoprecipitation of FGFR4. PLCγ only co-precipitates with FGFR4 in FGF23-treated
cells, and anti-FGFR4 treatment blocks this interaction. Immunoprecipitation with control antibody (anti-GFP) does not result in isolation of FGFR4 or PLCγ. (C) Primary hepatocytes from wild-type (WT) and FGFR4 knockout (FGFR4<sup>−/−</sup>) mice were treated with PBS, FGF2 or FGF23 for 30 min and total protein extracts were analyzed by immunoblotting. (D-G) Quantification of immunoblot signals including representative blot in (C) by densitometry. In WT hepatocytes, FGF2 increases phosphorylation of FRS2α and ERK, whereas FGF23 increases phosphorylation levels of PLCγ and expression levels of RCAN1. FGF23 effects are not observed in FGFR4<sup>−/−</sup>. (H) Hepatocytes were isolated from transgenic NFAT-luciferase reporter mice and stimulated with FGF23 for 2 h. Treatment with ionomycin and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (Iono/PMA) for 24 h was used as positive control for NFAT activation. FGF23 treatment significantly increases luciferase activity compared to PBS-treated hepatocytes. The effect is blocked in cells that were pre-treated with cyclosporine A (CsA) or anti-FGFR4 for 1 h. All values represent fold change ± SEM compared to PBS-treated control cells; n = 3–4; *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 (1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test).
Figure 3. FGF23 increases expression and secretion of inflammatory cytokines in primary mouse hepatocytes in an FGFR4- and calcineurin-dependent manner

(A-C) RT-PCR expression analysis and quantification of DNA gel electrophoresis signals for CRP and IL-6 in primary mouse hepatocytes that were stimulated with LPS at 50 µg/ml or FGF23 at 25 ng/ml for 24 h. Pre-treatment with the pan-FGFR inhibitor PD173074 at 10 nM for 1 h significantly reduces FGF23-, but not LPS-induced elevations in CRP and IL-6 expression levels (values are expressed as fold change ± SEM; n = 3; *p < 0.05 compared with PBS control; #p < 0.01 compared to FGF23 without PD173074). (D-F) RT-PCR analysis of CRP and IL-6 expression in primary mouse hepatocytes pretreated with an FGFR4-specific blocking antibody (anti-FGFR4) at 10 µg/ml or cyclosporine A (CsA) at 0.83 µM for 1 h followed by the treatment with LPS or FGF23. Anti-FGFR4 and CsA inhibit
effects of FGF23, but not of LPS. (G-I) RT-PCR analysis of CRP and IL-6 expression in primary hepatocytes isolated from wild-type (WT) or FGFR4 knockout (FGFR4−/−) mice and treated with LPS or FGF23 for 24 h. FGFR4−/− hepatocytes are protected from FGF23- but not LPS-induced effects. (J-K) Quantification of CRP and IL-6 protein levels in supernatants from primary mouse hepatocytes pretreated with anti-FGFR4 or CsA for 1 h followed by the treatment with LPS or FGF23 by ELISA. (L-M) Quantification of CRP and IL-6 protein levels in supernatants of primary FGFR4−/− hepatocytes. Cells are protected from FGF23-, but not LPS-induced increases in CRP and IL-6 protein levels. Values represent CRP and IL-6 concentrations in mg/dl per 500,000 cells. All values are expressed as fold change ± SEM; n = 3 independent isolations of primary hepatocytes; *p < 0.05 compared with PBS-treated control cells (1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test).
Figure 4. Mice with elevated FGF23 levels have increased hepatic and serum levels of CRP and IL-6 that is not detectable in mice lacking FGFR4

(A-C) RT-PCR expression analysis and quantification of DNA gel electrophoresis signals for CRP and IL-6 in the liver of wild-type mice with intravenous injections of FGF23 at 40 µg/kg twice daily for 5 days. CRP and IL-6 mRNA levels are significantly elevated in FGF23-injected mice (n = 4–6; *p < 0.01; compared with PBS-injected mice). (D) Serum CRP levels, as determined by ELISA, are significantly elevated in wild-type mice that were injected with FGF23 (n = 4; *p < 0.05 compared with PBS-injected mice). (E-G) Analysis of CRP and IL-6 mRNA levels in livers of wild-type (WT) and hypomorphic klotho (kl/kl) mice by RT-PCR. CRP and IL-6 expression is elevated in kl/kl mice (n = 6; *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 compared with WT mice). (H, I) Serum levels of CRP and FGF23 are increased in kl/kl mice (n = 6; *p < 0.05 compared with WT mice). (J) Representative Western blot analysis of PLCγ expression and phosphorylation in liver extracts. Compared to WT littermates, kl/kl mice show increased levels of phosphorylated PLCγ (pPLCγ) while total PLCγ levels are not altered. GAPDH shows equal protein loading. (K-L) CRP expression in the liver of WT and FGFR4 knockout (FGFR4−/−) mice on normal chow (Control) or on
high phosphate diet (Pi) were analyzed by RT-PCR. High Pi elevates hepatic CRP expression in WT, but not in FGFR4−/− mice (n=4–5; **p < 0.001; compared with WT mice on normal diet). (M) Serum CRP levels in WT and FGFR4−/− mice on control or high Pi diet were analyzed by ELISA. High Pi elevates serum CRP levels in WT, but not in FGFR4−/− mice (n = 4–6; *p < 0.05 compared with WT mice on normal chow). (N) Representative Western blot analysis of PLCγ expression and phosphorylation in liver extracts from WT and FGFR4−/− mice. Compared to control chow, high Pi diet increases hepatic pPLCγ levels in WT but not in FGFR4−/− mice. Total PLCγ levels are not altered among groups. GAPDH shows equal protein loading. (O) Quantification of immunoblot signals including representative blot in (M) by densitometry. Levels of pPLCγ were determined in relation to total PLCγ levels that were normalized to GAPDH (n = 4–6; *p < 0.05 compared with WT mice in normal diet). All values are expressed as fold change ± SEM (1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test).
Figure 5. FGFR4 and calcineurin blockade reduce hepatic and serum CRP levels in CKD rats

(A-B) RT-PCR analysis of CRP expression in the liver of 5/6 nephrectomy rats (5/6Nx) two weeks post-surgery. A sub-group of 5/6Nx rats received an FGFR4-specific blocking antibody (anti-FGFR4) at 25 mg/kg/day or cyclosporine A (CsA) at 5 mg/kg/day, beginning 1 hour after surgery and continued every 3 days for a total of 14 days. Anti-FGFR4 and CsA inhibit elevations in hepatic CRP expression. 

(C) ELISA-based quantification of CRP levels in the serum of 5/6Nx rats that were injected with anti-FGFR4 or CsA. Anti-FGFR4 and CsA inhibit elevations of serum CRP. 

(D, E) Quantitative analysis of serum phosphate and FGF23.
FGF23 levels in 5/6Nx rats injected with vehicle or CsA. Elevated serum FGF23 levels of 5/6Nx rats are not reduced by CsA injections. All values are expressed as fold change ± SEM in comparison with Sham-operated rats; n = 5–25; *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001 (1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test).